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To perform a successful search using 
the GWAEA Online Catalog requires 
knowing about all of the fields in the 
search screen. Here is a detailed 
explanation of each of the fields.

1. Type a word or words into the search 
terms box to search the database for 
matches to your words. Punctuation is 
ignored and text on either side is treated 
as separate words.

2. Submit looks up the words entered in 
the search terms entry box and/or the 
options you choose from the pull-down 
menus.

3. The reset button will remove all of the 
changes made to the search options and 
will reset them to their default positions.

4. When you press the down arrow on 
the item menu, you are selecting how 
many items to display at one time from 
the matches found in your search. If 
more than the limit set is found, a next 
button will be displayed. Note: if you 
change the limit options, press submit 
rather than the next button as submit 
starts the new search’s display at the 
beginning whereas next skips over the 
number of entries already displayed.

5. Press the down arrow on the search 
menu to reveal the option of performing a 
simple search or an advanced search 
(using a Boolean Search). By default 
you are in simple search mode, which 
returns only catalog items with all words 
listed.

6. Search Field menu – by pressing the 
arrow, you will see a list of choices for 
this field. Besides Keyword, the options 
are: Titles by Series; Titles by Subject; 
Titles by Dis/ Pro/Pub; Titles by Author; 
Series Browse; Subject Browse and 
Author Browse. 

HINT: To search only words in the 
subject terms, switch to Titles by 
Subject and enter as many subject 
words as are needed to narrow your 
search to a manageable size. If you 
know the exact subject term, it may be 
entered in double quotes for an exact 
match (e.g. “art history”).

Standard search types Subject Browse 
or Series Browse limits the search to 
those fields but returns subject or series 
names rather than actual titles.

Titles by Dis/Pro/Pub (Distributor/
Producer/Publisher) allows you to 
retrieve all titles with a Distributor, 
Producer, or Publisher whose name 
matches your search terms.

7. Multi-Pick Options – The multi-pick 
options allow the user to be able to 
choose several titles from a single search 
and place them on the order form all at 
one time. To select a multi-pick display, 
choose either Brief multi-pick or Full 
multi-pick. 

Once either Brief or Full multi-pick has 
been selected, enter search criteria in the 
search terms box and press the submit 
button. 

The Brief multi-pick displays brief title 
information followed by the available 
formats for each title. Mark a title to be 
added to your order by clicking the box 
beside the format. You may mark as 
many titles as needed/wanted. When 
ready to add the marked titles from the 
current page to the order form, press the 
green ‘PICK ITEMS ON PAGE' button. 
These items will be placed on the order 
form and you will be asked to fill in your 
dates.

The Full multi-pick displays full title 
information followed by the available 

formats. Mark a title to be added to the 
order following the same instructions 
listed for Brief multi-pick.

8. Format – Press the down arrow 
next to format to see all of the choices 
available. If you are interested in only 
checking out one particular type of 
format, select it from the menu. 

9. Audience level – Press the down 
arrow on the audience level menu 
to reveal a list of choices for an 
audience level search. Audience level 
abbreviations are printed at the end of 
the brief title display in capital letters.

10. Multimedia – Press the down 
arrow to reveal a list of choices that 
includes: eBook; Blackline Master; 
Electronic Journal – AIME Newsletter 
and Classroom Connect; Image; DE 
streaming; Digital video; PDF; Preview 
Clip; Learn360; soundzabound, and 
Teacher’s Guide. 

11. Language – Press the down arrow 
on the language menu to reveal a list of 
choices for a language search.

12. Collection – Press the down arrow 
to reveal a list of all of the GWAEA 
Collections a title may belong to. 

13. Year – Press the down arrow on the 
Year Menu to reveal a list of choices for 
which titles may be found. Menu choices 
followed by a “+” match on the indicated 
year and every year following it up to and 
including the current year.

14. Acquisition year – Press the down 
arrow on the Acquisition date menu to 
reveal a list of choices for how recently a 
title was added to the catalog. 

HINT: Enter * in the Search terms 
entry box to list all titles added with the 
selected number of days.
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